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IntroductIon

The minerals and mineral proportions of a rock are funda-
mental to understanding its origins. They can also be combined 
with electron-microprobe chemical analyses to reconstruct 
bulk-rock compositions. Commonly, mineral modes are deter-
mined via optical microscopy and thin-section point counting 
(e.g., Hornig-Kjarsgaard 1998; Norman 1998), but this method 
can labor-intensive, tedious, and fraught with uncertainties. 
Differentiating some minerals in the optical microscope can be 
challenging, especially when they occur as small grains. It can 
also be challenging to determine which mineral is at the section 
surface and should be counted. An alternative method, available 
to users of the modern electron microprobe (EMP) and some 
scanning electron microscope (SEM-EDX) systems, uses maps 
of characteristic X-ray emissions of elements for identifying the 
minerals present in a rock (including rare species), for defining 
rock textures and mineral-zoning patterns, and for calculating 

mineral proportions (e.g., Nicholls and Stout 1986; Cossio and 
Borghi 1998; van Niekerk 2003; Moscati and Marshall 2005; 
Anand et al. 2006). 

The use of EMP (or SEM) X-ray maps to calculate modal 
mineralogy is attractive for several reasons, beyond bypassing 
the difficulties of optical/visual point counting (Reed 2005). 
First, data collection is automated. Second, the resultant maps 
can be classified into mineral proportions in commercial, user-
friendly image-processing codes. Third, most of the uncertainties 
associated with optical microscopy are irrelevant. This approach 
is especially important for rare samples (i.e., meteorites, lunar 
rocks, planetary sample returns) and for fragments found only 
in thin section (Taylor et al. 1996, 2002; Bowman et al. 1997; 
Hicks et al. 2002; van Niekerk 2003; Moscati and Marshall 2005; 
Anand et al. 2006; Maloy and Treiman 2007). The bulk-compo-
sition of rocks in thin section cannot be retrieved by common 
analytical methods, such as INAA, XRF, or ICP-MS. Instead, 
the major- and trace-element bulk chemistry must be obtained 
by combining chemical analyses of individual minerals (from 
EMP, SIMS, LA-ICPMS, etc.) with the proportions of those * E-mail: treiman@lpi.usra.edu
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AbstrAct

The mineral proportions of rocks or rock fragments in thin section can be retrieved from electron 
microprobe element X-ray maps using multispectral image classification software. However, differ-
ent image classification algorithms can yield different inferred mineral proportions and thus deviate 
from the true modal mineralogy. Several image classification algorithms (implemented in the pro-
grams Erdas Imagine and Multispec) were evaluated on a very simple rock—a fragment of noritic 
anorthositic granulite in a thin section of lunar meteorite ALHA81005. This fragment contains only 
plagioclase, orthopyroxene, olivine, clinopyroxene, and chromite; each has a constant composition 
across the fragment. The true (reference) mineral proportions of the fragment were measured manu-
ally from the X-ray maps. Results of classification algorithms varied widely in accuracy—from ~1% 
to more than 15% misclassified pixels compared to the reference. The best match for this fragment 
comes from an unsupervised classification using the ISODATA algorithm (most minerals were placed 
into multiple classes, which had to be manually recombined), and the second closest match was a 
supervised classification using a Euclidean distance classifier. The results of supervised classifica-
tions depend strongly on the user’s selection of training areas, and small errors in defined training 
areas (e.g., a training area for one phase contains an inclusion of another) can produce large errors. 
The most common source of misclassification is “mixed pixels”—those that contain signatures from 
multiple phases. In this example, pixels including both plagioclase and olivine tend to be classified 
as clinopyroxene. Thus, mineral proportions calculated from classification of X-ray maps must be 
considered critically, even for simple rocks. In more complex samples, like those with more phases 
or with chemically zoned phases, mineral classification of X-ray maps are likely to require care and 
may be difficult to validate.
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